OTTAWA SENATORS     STANLEY CUP CHAMPIONS

1921

Clint Benedict, Georges “Buck” Boucher, Morley Bruce, Harry “Punch” Broadbent, Sprague Cleghorn, Jack Darragh, Cy Denneny, Eddie Gerard CAPTAIN, Leth Graham, Jack MacKell, Frank Nighbor

Tommy Gorman GENERAL MANAGER
Pete Green HEAD COACH
1921 NHL FINAL FOR O’BRIEN CUP
OTTAWA SENATORS FIRST HALF WINNER v. TORONTO ST. PATRICKS SECOND HALF WINNER
GM TOMMY GORMAN, HC PETE GREEN v. GM CHARLES QUERRIE, HC FRANK CARROLL
SENATORS WIN SERIES 7 GOALS TO 0

Thursday, March 10
TORONTO 0 @ OTTAWA 5
FIRST PERIOD
NO SCORING
Penalties — Corb Denneny T, Gerard O, Dye T
SECOND PERIOD
1. OTTAWA, Cy Denneny 1:45 PPG GWG
2. OTTAWA, Buck Boucher 6:30
Penalties — Neighbor O, Cy Denneny O, Dye T
THIRD PERIOD
1. OTTAWA, Cy Denneny 11:00
4. OTTAWA, Buck Boucher 16:45
5. OTTAWA, Buck Boucher 18:15
Penalties — None
GOALTENDERS — ST. PATRICKS, Vernon Forbes; SENATORS, Clint Benedict
Official: Cooper Smeaton
At 7500 at Laurier Avenue Arena, Ottawa

Monday, March 14
OTTAWA 2 @ TORONTO 0
FIRST PERIOD
NO SCORING
Penalties — Randall T, Cy Denneny O, Gerard O, Randall T
SECOND PERIOD
NO SCORING
Penalties — Broadbent O, Boucher O, Dye T
THIRD PERIOD
1. OTTAWA, Eddie Gerard 11:00 GWG
2. OTTAWA, Frank Nighbor 14:00
Penalties — Gerard O, Bruce O, Randall T, Boucher O, Cy Denneny O, Randall T (majors), Broadbent O
GOALTENDERS — SENATORS, Clint Benedict; ST. PATRICKS, Vernon Forbes
Official: Cooper Smeaton
At Arena Gardens
1921 STANLEY CUP CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
NHL OTTAWA SENATORS v. PCHA VANCOUVER MILLIONAIRES
GM TOMMY GORMAN, HC PETE GREEN v. HC FRANK PATRICK
SENATORS WIN BEST-OF-FIVE SERIES IN 5

Monday, March 21

OTTAWA 1 @ VANCOUVER 3

FIRST PERIOD
1. VANCOUVER, Alf Skinner 13:40
2. VANCOUVER, Art Duncan 16:15 GWG

Penalties — Cleghorn O

SECOND PERIOD
3. VANCOUVER, Smoky Harris 1:30
4. VANCOUVER, Jack Darragh (Cy Denneny) 16:05

Penalties — Duncan V, Denneny O

THIRD PERIOD
NO SCORING

Penalties — None

GOALTENDERS — SENATORS, Clint Benedict; MILLIONAIRES, Hugh Lehman

Official: Fred Ion
10 000 at Denman Arena
Game played under Western Rules

Thursday, March 24

OTTAWA 4 @ VANCOUVER 3

FIRST PERIOD
1. VANCOUVER, Smoky Harris (Jack Adams) 1:29
2. VANCOUVER, Jack Adams (Mickey Mackay) 2:01
3. OTTAWA, Buck Boucher (Sprague Cleghorn) 7:02
4. VANCOUVER, Art Duncan (Smoky Harris) 9:26
5. OTTAWA, Cy Denneny (Frank Nighbor) 17:23

Penalties — Adams V, Desireau V

SECOND PERIOD
6. OTTAWA, Jack Darragh 19:49

THIRD PERIOD

7. OTTAWA, Punch Broadbent (Sprague Cleghorn) 16:40 GWG

Penalties — Harris V, Denneny O

GOALTENDERS — SENATORS, Clint Benedict; MILLIONAIRES, Hugh Lehman

Official: Mickey Ion
At Denman Arena
Game played under Eastern Rules

Monday, March 28

OTTAWA 3 @ VANCOUVER 2

FIRST PERIOD
1. VANCOUVER, Lloyd Cook 1:59
2. OTTAWA, Jack Darragh 8:56

Penalties — Boucher O

SECOND PERIOD
3. OTTAWA, Cy Denneny 8:22
4. OTTAWA, Sprague Cleghorn 11:52 GWG
5. VANCOUVER, Jack Adams (Cyclone Taylor) 19:02

Penalties — Desireau V, Gerard O, Boucher O

THIRD PERIOD
NO SCORING

Penalties — None

GOALTENDERS — SENATORS, Clint Benedict; MILLIONAIRES, Hugh Lehman

Official: Mickey Ion
10 100 at Denman Arena
Game played under Western Rules

Thursday, March 31

OTTAWA 2 @ VANCOUVER 3

FIRST PERIOD

NO SCORING

Penalties — Gerard O, Jack Adams V

SECOND PERIOD
1. VANCOUVER, Alf Skinner (Art Duncan) 2:27
2. OTTAWA, Buck Boucher 13:48

Penalties — Harris V, Sadgoff O, Gerard O

THIRD PERIOD
3. VANCOUVER, Alf Skinner 1:35
4. VANCOUVER, Lloyd Cook 15:52 GWG
5. OTTAWA, Punch Broadbent 16:50

Penalties — Cleghorn O, Darragh O, Gerard O, Jack Adams V, Denneny O

GOALTENDERS — SENATORS, Clint Benedict; MILLIONAIRES, Hugh Lehman

Official: Mickey Ion
9 000 at Denman Arena
Game played under Eastern Rules

Monday, April 4

OTTAWA 2 @ VANCOUVER 1

FIRST PERIOD
1. VANCOUVER, Alf Skinner 16:26

Penalties — Gerard O 2, Skinner V, Cleghorn O

SECOND PERIOD
2. OTTAWA, Jack Darragh 7:27
3. OTTAWA, Jack Darragh 9:40 GWG

Penalties — Boucher O, Gerard O 2, Cleghorn O, Skinner V

THIRD PERIOD
NO SCORING

Penalties — Skinner V 2, Cleghorn O 2, Gerard O 2, Cook V

GOALTENDERS — SENATORS, Clint Benedict; MILLIONAIRES, Hugh Lehman

Official: Mickey Ion
12 000 at Denman Arena
Game played under Western Rules
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